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Abstract

Worker guidance systems are digital assistance systems in production, which pro-

vide work‐related information and, thus, guide employees through production

processes. This article describes the user‐centered development of such a worker

guidance system for a flexible production line in a metrology company. Usage

context analysis and requirements analysis illustrate the need for a simple and

independent system that can be used voluntarily by employees. After two iterations

of the human‐centered design process, an interactive software prototype was cre-

ated and implemented on a tablet personal computer. In this prototype, all essential

process and assembly information in the flexible production line is available to the

employees in the form of text descriptions and pictures as step‐by‐step instructions,

which can be selected via two‐step navigation. The final evaluation was conducted

as a user study with N = 10 assembly workers in the flexible production line under

realistic conditions and was also intended to find out at which level of detail the

information should be displayed in the system. The system scored well on the

system usability scale (between 65.8 and 70.8) and concerning acceptance. Using

the worker guidance system, no assembly faults occurred during the user study. Due

to the significantly shorter assembly time, but no further significant differences, it

was decided to set up the less detailed assembly information as a standard in the

system. However, employees can call up more detailed information, if necessary.

This system will be used by the company in the future.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Production is increasingly oriented toward the demand for individual

products in combination with high quality (Coletti & Aichner, 2011;

Pine, 1993; Al Gaddawi & El Maraghy, 2012. This necessitates a

flexible production, which often means for assembly employees an

increasing workload, psychological strain, and potential for errors

during assembly (Fast‐Berglund et al., 2013). It is, therefore, im-

portant to support employees in this flexibilization process (Hold &

Sihn, 2016). Digital assistance systems offer this potential and are,

therefore, a relevant field of research for human factors and ergo-

nomics (HFE).
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One digital approach to support employees with assembly‐based
information is worker guidance systems. Following Wölfle (2014),

Reinhart (2017), Lang (2007), Dombrowski et al. (2010), and Lušić

et al. (2016), worker guidance systems can be described as cognitive

assistance systems, which are integrated into the work environment

and provide employees with relevant assembly‐related information

in a context‐related manner.

Worker guidance systems can be considered as a kind of assis-

tance system as they support employees during working tasks and

operations without replacing them (Gery, 1993; Kasvi et al., 2000;

Weidner et al., 2015). Reinhart (2017) further categorizes

production‐related assistance systems into the classes of perceptual

assistance systems, decision assistance systems, and execution as-

sistance systems according to the human information processing

method developed by Sanders (1983). Following the bottleneck‐
oriented approach of information processing, worker guidance sys-

tems can be classified into decision assistance systems as the diffi-

culty for workers in highly variable assemblies is to make

appropriate, product‐related decisions.

To support these decision‐making processes, worker guidance

systems show employees which product variant is the one to be

manufactured, support them with appropriate assembly information

or point out if, for example, there are differences in sequence or

other irregularities. The design of these systems greatly influences

how effectively such systems can support decision‐making. Pre-

ferably, employees receive information without manual intervention

and via the appropriate information channel (Franke & Risch, 2009).

Information is provided using mobile electronic devices, for ex-

ample, tablet computers, data glasses, or smartwatches, which offer

information in a decentralized manner.

The main part of the empirical studies on worker guidance sys-

tems is devoted to the question, which hardware is best suited for

implementation. For example, Funk, Kosch, and Schmidt (2016) and

Blattgerste et al. (2017) compare different hardware implementa-

tions of the same worker guidance and analyze economic effects,

especially in contrast to paper instructions. They show that digital

assistance does not have a beneficial effect on assembly time, but

primarily has a positive effect on quality. In contrast, Uva et al.

(2018), Hou et al. (2013), and Aehnelt (2017) show that digital as-

sistance has a positive effect on both assembly time and assembly

quality compared to paper‐based work instructions. Thorvald et al.

(2010) showed a positive effect of their developed worker guidance

system on quality while productivity was not affected. Jeske et al.

(2014) and Watson et al. (2008) examined the effect of worker

guidance systems in training processes. The authors did not compare

different hardware options of the system but different media for the

assembly instructions that were displayed on the screen. On the one

hand, they conclude that less abstract and very detailed assembly

information is well suited for training processes. On the other hand,

the learning curves determined show that these effects converge

with increasing practice. Experienced assembly employees do not

benefit as much from digital assistance as less qualified employees

and accordingly would not need that detailed information.

Overall, the results of the empirical studies show that the design

of worker guidance systems (hardware and software) clearly influ-

ences assembly performance. Besides assembly times, this applies in

particular to the quality of the products to be manufactured. Fur-

thermore, some studies show that the design of worker guidance

systems also influences individual user factors such as usability as-

sessment or stress perception (Blattgerste et al., 2017; Hou et al.,

2013). Especially from an HFE perspective, it is, therefore, relevant

to deal with the design of worker guidance systems.

This is particularly the case for the design process because to

implement these systems successfully, employee acceptance is cru-

cial. This can be achieved by a participatory development, which is

described in this article following the user‐centered design process

(ISO 9241‐210, 2019). This approach is based on a profound un-

derstanding of the subsequent users and context and integrates

users into the design activities. Especially for the context of assis-

tance systems in manufacturing, the user‐centered development

approach is mentioned as particularly promising, although there is a

certain uncertainty in its execution and application (Pokorni et al.,

2020). The article describes this process completely, from start to

finish, and thus, also presents the procedure, the methods used, and

results.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2

describes the user‐centered design process, methods, and approach

to developing the worker guidance system. Section 3 presents the

results for each stage of Section 2. Then, the final developed pro-

totype and, thus, the developed worker guidance system is presented

in Section 4. The results of the user study are then presented in

Section 5 and discussed in Section 6. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in

Section 7.

2 | USER ‐CENTERED DESIGN PROCESS

In the literature, user‐centered development and design pro-

cesses are described in particular in medical (Babione et al.,

2020; Gong & Chandra, 2011; Luna et al., 2017; Sonney et al.,

2019) and in industrial contexts (Kluge & Termer, 2017; Pokorni

et al., 2020; Schulze et al., 2005). The articles highlight, in par-

ticular, the development of a comprehensive user understanding

in the early phase of development and the involvement of users

in the evaluation of the concepts developed. Kluge and Termer

(2017), for example, proceed by conducting in‐depth interviews

with users, developing them into scenarios, which are then used

to visualize prototypes. Pokorni et al. (2020) set up the user‐
centered design as design sprints. In particular, they state that

human‐centered development approaches are particularly sui-

table for the context of assistance systems, but that there is

nevertheless a great uncertainty in practice with regard to

methods and procedures.

The worker guidance system described here was developed ac-

cording to the user‐centered design process (ISO 9241‐210, 2019),
which was also used in the abovementioned articles. The
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methodological implementation of the four iterative steps of the

process is shown in Figure 1.

All activities were carried out at metrology company WIKA

Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG at the production site in Klingen-

berg am Main, Germany.

To analyze the context of use for the worker guidance system at

WIKA, the flexible production line and its environment were examined

by means of document analysis and observation. To analyze the user

specifications, interviews with N=21 employees were conducted, which

lasted about 20min each. The questions and some example responses

are presented in Table 1. Questions addressed work tasks of the em-

ployees and work‐related goals, qualification, work satisfaction, and the

need for assistance and job‐related requests. The interviews were qua-

litatively evaluated and served as a basis for describing the context

of use.

All collected aspects of the context of use were then sum-

marized and categorized and converted into a list of

requirements.

F IGURE 1 Human‐centered design process
(ISO 9241‐210, 2019) and main development
activities

TABLE 1 Example questions and example responses during the interviews

Work tasks and goals

“What is the most important aspect of

your work?”

“The safe assembly of measuring devices” and “Not to make mistakes during assembly.”

“What are your most important tasks?” “The safe operation of the production equipment” and “To develop the process in consultation

with colleagues to achieve ever better quality.”

“Which mistakes should never happen in

your work?”

“In general, errors in the assembly process, especially if they lead to unrecognized damage to

the products that is only noticed by the customer, for example, if the wrong parts are

used.” and “Errors that lead to safety‐relevant conditions or damage to equipment, such as

the use of the wrong welding electrodes.”

Qualification and work satisfaction

“Would you like more information regarding

your assembly tasks?”

“Yes, especially for new products, when sequences and procedures are not well trained.”

“What information do you need to assemble

new products safely?”

“Especially for new products, a detailed description of the individual work steps” and “In

general, a presentation of the sequence of work steps and relevant workstations would be

useful.”

Needs and requests

“Could you imagine a technical system to

support your daily work?”

“Some kind of navigation system for everyday assembly would be nice.”

“Which functions should an assistance system

provide?”

“Above all, an overview of the tasks to be done and a nice overview of the relevant

workstations, process sequences and handling” and “Background information on the

products, their functions and their use by customers would help to better distinguish the

products.”
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An ideation phase followed. On the basis of the requirements,

several simple design prototypes realized as paper sketches and

descriptions were developed and discussed by the design team to

visualize and evaluate ideas at an early stage of the design process.

After this phase, a software prototype was realized to illustrate

concept, design, and functions as well as the interaction with the

future system using Axure R8 prototyping software. A second, more

detailed software prototype was then realized, which contains many

functions of the worker guidance system.

The evaluation of the first software prototype was conducted to

check whether the design concept and functions match the given

requirements. For this purpose, the prototype was tested and dis-

cussed in a workshop format with the WIKA management, assembly

workers, and the design team. N = 15 participants participated in the

evaluation, which lasted half a day and took part at the flexible

production line, which was built at that time. First, the production

management presented the flexible production line, the products to

be assembled there, and the corresponding production processes

and equipment so that all participants could get an idea of the

subsequent assembly processes. Then the prototype was presented

and explained. The participants then tested the prototype in small

groups and collected positive aspects, criticism, and suggestions for

improvement. In plenary, these aspects were then collected and

structured on metaplan boards to derive potential for improvement.

The second evaluation was conducted as a user study to test the

second prototype in a “Wizard‐of‐Oz” environment (Green &

Wei‐Haas, 1985) under real conditions at the flexible production line.

The user study had three objectives: First, the study was intended as

a usability study under real conditions to test whether employees

can use the system effectively and if they like to use it as well.

Second, the economic effects of such a system, especially on pro-

ductivity, were to be evaluated. As the literature on these systems

does not give any recommendations on the appropriate amount of

information, and on the contrary, the studies of Jeske et al. (2014)

and Watson et al. (2008) show that the need for information can

change over time, it should also be determined which level of detail

of the information displayed in the system best suits the target

group. N = 10 assembly operators participated in the user study.

3 | USER‐CENTERED DEVELOPMENT OF
THE WORKER GUIDANCE SYSTEM

WIKA is a manufacturer of high‐quality measurement technology

and has recently implemented a flexible production line to be able to

manufacture consumer‐specific products in different batch sizes very

flexibly besides the production of serial products. This flexible pro-

duction environment considerably shapes the context of use.

(a) Context of Use:

On the flexible production line, machines are complex

and have to be operated manually and products are manu-

factured with a high degree of variability. The aim of the worker

guidance system is to support operators in this complex and

variable environment with product‐ and process‐related
information.

At the flexible production line, production facilities are

scattered so that products are manufactured in a workshop

production. Operators move between these workstations ac-

cording to the sequence of the manufactured product, trans-

porting the parts with them.

At the beginning of the assembly process, operators receive

the production order with individual production details and

boxes with commissioned parts. Operators take these boxes

with them during the assembly process. Operators manufacture

very different products and product variants, which may look

similar but differ greatly in details and batch sizes. This requires

a high level of attention and in‐depth knowledge of products,

operations, and production facilities.

Operators working at the flexible production line are iden-

tified as direct users of the guidance system. These operators are

mainly qualified and experienced employees at WIKA. Further-

more, it is essential for the company that these operators are

very reliable as these operations are very little formalized and

are carried out with great freedom for the operators. Normally,

employees are trained manually during ongoing operations

without the use of digital technologies. This procedure is con-

sidered not to be suitable at the flexible production line. Paper‐
based work instructions exist for all operations and machines in

WIKA production but are not regularly used by operators. For

operators using the worker guidance system, the most important

objectives reported are to get support for variably changing

products and to be able to distinguish between these product

variants, especially if there are only minor differences.

(b) Requirements:

Requirements were derived from the context of use. In total,

the requirements list contains seven categories and 68 individual

requirements. A summary of the requirement categories is given

in Table 2. The usage context analysis, and in particular the in-

terviews, revealed two aspects in particular, which are unusual

for worker guidance systems and which had to be reflected in

the requirements accordingly and which had to be given special

consideration during development:

• The worker guidance system should be operated without

connection to other equipment, production facilities, and

external databases. The system should be reduced and de-

signed as flexible as possible to provide easy and fast adap-

tation to new products.

• Operators should use the system voluntarily: It is not man-

datory to use it during the production process, but it can be

used when operators need assistance. As this may be the case

during an entire production cycle or even at certain assembly

steps, the system should provide a clear and simple structure

to quickly get to the relevant operation.

(c) Prototyping:

On the basis of the results of the usage context analysis and
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the requirements, it was decided that the system should provide

the relevant assembly information in visual form. Tablet com-

puters were specified for the hardware implementation as they

provide all necessary functions required for the worker guidance

system and the large screen and simple touch controls can be

used intuitively by the operators. Furthermore, they are small

and light enough to be carried by the operators.

The main function of the software is to present the work

instruction for the corresponding work step and, thus, guide

operators through the specific production processes. Following

Lang (2007), Agrawala et al. (2003), and Söderberg et al. (2014),

the worker guidance system to be implemented should offer

step‐by‐step instructions to provide easy navigation on the one

hand and to facilitate information processing on the other hand.

However, as mentioned before, there are no recommendations

in the literature for the appropriate level of information for this

step‐by‐step assembly information. This had to be found out in

the course of the design process and especially with the in-

volvement of the users for the system to be developed.

The transition phase, from the creation of requirements to

the development of initial implementation ideas and concepts,

was supported by visualizing approaches and ideas with simple

TABLE 2 Summary of the
requirement categories

Category Main requirements

Spatial conditions • Mobile system

• System must be able to be deposited at the workstations (size,

shape).

• System must be light enough for all employees to handle.

• Sufficiently large screen so that the information can be read

by all employees.

Users • System must be easy to understand and provide easy

navigation so that operators can use it effortlessly.

• As much graphic information as possible should be included to

complement the textual work instructions.

• Appropriate level of information to illustrate unknown

processes for quick reading.

Technical requirements • No process data acquisition by machines and plants.

• Worker guidance as a separate system.

• Technical implementation as simple as possible.

Organizational

requirements

• The system must be individually usable by several users

simultaneously.

• The system should enable user feedback on the work

instructions.

Safety requirements • Safety standards at WIKA must be met.

• No distraction by the system.

Financial requirements • It should be as easy and effortless as possible to generate

content for new products in the worker guidance system.

Scheduling requirements • The timeframe for developing the system is 6 months.

F IGURE 2 First software prototype with
pictographs showing the principle layout of the
worker guidance system
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sketches and discussing them within the development team.

Once a consensus had been reached and the team had a clear

idea of the implementation, these ideas and concepts were

summarized and detailed in the form of a first software proto-

type, as shown in Figure 2.

The main function, the provision of step‐by‐step assembly

information, is represented in the prototype by the large area in

the middle, as shown in Figure 2. This assembly information is

essentially presented in graphic form and illustrated by picto-

grams. The instructions contain only very brief text information,

which is arranged above the pictograms. The arrow‐shaped
buttons in the upper right corner can be used to navigate step‐
by‐step to the next or previous assembly step. These assembly

steps are also illustrated by the boxes shown below. These show

a process overview and can also be selected directly. The arrow‐
shaped buttons next to this overview can be used to display the

next or previous process steps. The menu on the right side

contains additional functions, e.g. the request of support, fault

documentation, and settings. The button tutorial reflects con-

siderations by presenting the level of information in two differ-

ent ways to find out the right amount.

(d) Evaluation:

The first evaluation showed that the prototype and some

user requirements had to be adapted. The prototype shows the

assembly information using pictograms and very little text, as

pictograms were considered a way to present information in-

tuitively in a compromised form. The discussion with operators

revealed that this form of presentation would not be suitable for

the worker guidance system. Pictures were considered to show

more detailed and less abstracted information compared to

pictograms and to be easier to understand for operators. Fur-

thermore, the system should contain more detailed textual in-

formation than the prototype provided. The textual information

should focus especially on possible differences of product var-

iants. Furthermore, it should be easier to navigate precisely to

the work step needed so that two‐step navigation for work-

station and work steps would be reasonable as well as an

overview of relevant steps and their sequence. Additionally,

transporting the system by hand was considered to be un-

comfortable for operators.

4 | FINAL PROTOTYPE

With regard to the hardware implementation with tablet computers,

the evaluation revealed no need for changes. The prototype was

implemented using a 10.6‐in. tablet computer with a resolution of

1,366 × 768 pixels. It is designed as an independent, separate system

that is not connected to other data systems of the production, for

example, manufacturing execution or enterprise resource planning.

As the evaluation showed that it could be inconvenient for em-

ployees to carry the tablet computer permanently with them, it is

placed on an assembly trolley that is also used to move the pre-

selected parts in the flexible production line. The worker guidance

function is realized as a software prototype using the Axure RP 8

prototyping software.

The evaluation showed that the operators particularly expect

the system to inform them about variant‐specific features and pro-

cesses and to draw their attention to them. This was addressed on

the one hand by providing more detailed textual assembly informa-

tion. On the contrary, the beginning of the assembly of a product was

identified as a suitable opportunity to emphasize precisely these

variant‐specific features.

To start the assembly process, operators enter the production

order number and the corresponding information and sequences are

preselected by the system. To emphasize variant specifics, in the first

F IGURE 3 Product information is shown
when operators enter the production order into
the worker guidance system
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instance, the system shows the corresponding product information

so that the operators are able to compare production order and

worker guidance and to clarify which product is to be produced

(Figure 3). Then the actual assembly begins providing a station

overview showing the production sequence for the product

(Figure 4). Hereafter, navigation is possible by either selecting the

appropriate workstation directly in this overview or using the system

continuously and click further. As the station overview can always be

selected, this provides an easy way for navigating directly to the

relevant information.

Figure 5 shows the work instruction screen in the worker gui-

dance system, which is the main function of the system. The struc-

ture of the display is the same for all workstations. The upper area

shows the navigation, which now takes place on two levels: The top

line shows the current workstation (in the middle and highlighted in

gray), as well as the previous workstation (on the left) and the next

F IGURE 4 Before starting to manufacture the
actual product, it is important to know the
relevant workstations and their sequence. The
station overview screen shows this information

F IGURE 5 Showing textual and graphical work instructions is the main function of the worker guidance system. Tutorial mode means that
detailed instructions for all work steps are shown. Workstations (upper line) and included work steps (line below) are selectable
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one (on the right). The buttons are designed in blue to highlight that

they can be selected. The product currently being manufactured is

shown in the middle, below the current workstation. The line below

shows the work steps for the corresponding workstation. The one in

use is highlighted with a gray border.

The work instructions are arranged below containing text in-

formation on the left and one or multiple pictures on the right side.

The text information is presented in much more detail than in the

first prototype and in particular presents the special features of the

product to be manufactured. Pictures are presented in the first‐
person perspective and are sometimes provided with additional

graphic highlights. Compared to the pictograms in the first proto-

type, the graphic information is, thus, more detailed, more intuitive,

and less abstract. The creation of the content is also much easier.

Additional functions are placed at the bottom line containing the

station‐overview, a feedback function if instructions are misleading

or hard to understand (light bulb symbol). The symbol on the right

side takes into account the mentioned question about the appro-

priate amount of information shown by the system. To find this out,

two modes for the worker guidance system have been created on the

basis of a hierarchical task analysis, which differs in their level of

information.

The prototype showing detailed information is called “tutorial

mode” and is already shown in Figure 5. The prototype showing only

brief information is called “expert mode” and is shown in Figure 6.

Both prototypes were tested in the final evaluation to find out which

level of detail is best suited for effective and efficient use of the

system.

The tutorial mode contains detailed textual information and

images that explain precisely how to proceed for every single op-

eration. Furthermore, confirmations are implemented for some

specific work steps, especially if retooling is necessary or at safety‐
critical steps to raise awareness of the operators. In contrast, only

brief information is displayed in expert mode (Figure 7). Here, single

work steps are not explained in detail and, therefore, are not se-

lectable. The navigation bar of the work steps also serves as an

essential source of information about the operations to be per-

formed. In the main view, only very important information is

F IGURE 6 Expert mode is the second variant of the prototype showing only brief work instructions for workstations

F IGURE 7 The two products A‐1200 and MPR‐1 were assembled
in the user study. The simpler product is the A‐1200. The assembly of
the MPR‐1 is more complex
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displayed. The toggle symbol in the bottom line shows the current

mode (right side).

5 | USER STUDY

As already mentioned, the final evaluation was carried out as a user

study under realistic conditions in a Wizard‐of‐Oz setting at the

flexible production line.

5.1 | Methods

5.1.1 | Experimental design

The aim of the user study was to find out whether the users rated

the system well, what the economic impact would be, and what level

of information is more suitable for the users. To answer the question

of the appropriate level of information, the test persons use both the

tutorial and expert mode. The level of information is, thus, the first

independent variable and is initialized in the study by the two var-

iants of the worker guidance system, the tutorial, and expert mode.

The second independent variable represents the task complexity.

Their starting point is the complexity of the products to be manu-

factured, whereby two products of different complexity were spe-

cifically selected (Figure 7).

5.1.2 | Equipment

The study took place at the flexible production line, which was

equipped with all the items and tools needed for manufacturing. The

material needed for the assembly was provided in prepicked boxes at

the line, which the test subjects carried with them. Additional ma-

terial was also provided at a few workstations. All necessary as-

sembly information was provided via the worker guidance system,

which the test persons also carried with them.

5.1.3 | Procedure

A within‐design was chosen so that all participants performed three

assembly runs: Twice the assembly of the A‐1200, each with the

tutorial and expert mode of the worker guidance system, and once

the assembly of the MPR‐1 using the tutorial mode. Before the test

persons carried out these three assembly runs, the participants

evaluated their assembly experience at WIKA, their assembly‐
related competencies using the German Kompetenz‐Reflexions‐
Inventar (Competence Reflection Inventory; Kauffeld et al., 2007), as

well as their technological affinity with the TA‐EG questionnaire

(Karrer et al., 2009). They were then introduced to the system, de-

scribing, in particular, its operation and use for assembly. During the

assembly runs, the sequence of the products and worker guidance

variants were permutated. Although the test persons were experi-

enced assembly workers, they were not familiar with the products,

processes, and equipment in the flexible assembly line so that the

study simulated a learning situation. As the worker guidance system

was developed for such situations, especially when new products are

manufactured, the test persons were not informed of the processes

in advance, hence used the system during the assembly runs. As it

was expected that significant learning effects would occur (cf. Jeske

et al., 2014; Watson et al., 2008), especially during the assembly of

the A‐1200, the sequence was randomized and, thus, individualized

for each test person. During each product assembly, assembly faults

and assembly time were captured. After each pass, participants had

to fill out a German variant of the Davis (1989) questionnaire, which

was adapted to the context of worker guidance systems to assess

acceptance. Furthermore, System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke,

2013) was used to assess usability. The evaluation took place in

February 2019 for 3 days. The evaluation lasted on average about

4 h per subject and was set up in such a way that two participants

could conduct the experiment at the same time (one subject at the

assembly, one subject filling out the questionnaires).

5.1.4 | Participants

N = 10 participants tested the system. Five participants were male,

five were female. The average age is 46 years. Participants were very

experienced assembly operators. Eight out of 10 participants worked

in production at WIKA for more than five years. Participants rated

their professional competence with an average of 7.4 (scale from 0

[low] to 10 [high]). Especially items expressing a high process

knowledge and the ability to analyze and improve processes were

rated with an average of more than eight. Methodological compe-

tence was also rated quite high, averaging 7.6 (from 0 [low] to 10

[high]). The affinity for technology averages 3.5 (from 0 [low] to 5

[high]), which shows that participants, even though used to working

with technology, are open‐minded but not euphoric about electronic

technologies.

5.2 | Results

5.2.1 | Production time and quality

MANOVA (multivariate analysis of variance) (sphericity not assumed:

Mauchly‐W(2) = .252, p= .004) shows that there are significant differ-

ences in the mean production times using the variants of the worker

guidance system (F(1,144) = 63.689, p= .000, partial η2 = 0.876, N=10;

corrections according to Greenhouse‐Geisser), Figure 8. The effect

strength according to Cohen (1992) is r=1.816 and, thus, corresponds to

a strong effect. Bonferroni corrected paired comparisons show that

production times for the simple product are significantly higher when

using the tutorial mode (M=1,056.5, SD=404.7; p= .019) compared to

using the expert mode (M=660.4, SD=173.7). This results in a
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difference of more than 37% in production time, which is exclusively due

to the design of the worker management system as the production

processes were identical for both runs. The time difference emerges

because the more detailed information of the tutorial mode needs more

time for reading and processing and because the tutorial mode ne-

cessitates a more intensive interaction with the system. The complex

product, assembled using the tutorial mode, needs even more production

time (M=1,772.5, SD=235.1; p= .001), which is a significant difference

to the simple product.

Besides production time, quality is often cited as the main motiva-

tion using worker guidance systems. This aspect can be confirmed here:

During the entire evaluation, no assembly error could be detected. All

assembled products were faultless at a high‐quality standard.

5.2.2 | Acceptance

Acceptance rating is an important aspect of understanding whether op-

erators would use the system if it were introduced out in the flexible

production line. MANOVA shows no significant differences in the mean

acceptance values of the variants (F(2) = 1.366, p= .28, partial η2 = 0.132,

N=10; sphericity assumed: Mauchly‐W(2) = 0.799, p= .408). All variants

of the system achieve good results in terms of acceptance (scale from 1

[low] to 7 [high]), see Figure 9. The assembly of the complex product

reaches the best acceptance results (M=5.094, SD=1.3), followed by the

expert mode with the simple product (M=4.9, SD=1.6). The tutorial

mode for the simple product is rated worse (M=4.8, SD=1.3), although

differences are not statistically significant.

5.2.3 | Usability

SUS was used to analyze the usability of the system (scale from 0 [low] to

100 [high]). MANOVA (sphericity assumed: Mauchly‐W(2) = 0.768,

i=0.348) shows that there is no significant difference between the sys-

tem variants with respect to the SUS score (F(2) = 1.003, p= .386, partial

η2 = 0.1, N=10), Figure 10. Using the expert mode for the simple product

leads to the best result (M=70.8, SD=25.5), followed by the tutorial

mode of the simple product (M=69.8, SD=19.1). The tutorial mode with

the complex product is rated worse than the two runs with the simple

product (M=65.8, SD=23.5), although differences are not statistically

significant. SUS provides a reference value of 68 or more for good us-

ability. Both variants for the simple product achieve even better results.

The tutorial mode for the complex product reaches a result below this

reference value, which is still acceptable.

6 | DISCUSSION

6.1 | Design process

This article describes the human‐centered design process from start

to finish for the development of a digital assistance system for a

flexible production line. It also shows that the human‐centered,
participative approach is particularly well suited to the field of as-

sistance systems, supporting Pokorni et al. (2020). As a case study,

the article also describes the concrete procedure and methods that

F IGURE 8 Production times (s) for the test runs. Bonferroni
corrected paired comparisons show significant differences

F IGURE 9 Acceptance values for the runs showed no significant
differences
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were used during the development. The procedure follows the ty-

pical approach and has already been used for applications in the

context of production (Kluge & Termer, 2017; Schulze et al., 2005) or

medicine (Babione et al., 2020; Gong & Chandra, 2011; Luna et al.,

2017; Sonney et al., 2019). During the approach, it became clear that

especially specific and detailed questions were raised, such as the

choice of media and the level of detail of the assembly information

presented.

Human‐centered design often means a rather long and more

effortful process, as was the case in this project (Emspak, 1995). Also,

especially in the early phases of the process, contradictions or de-

pendencies can occur that require a lot of effort to resolve (e.g., in

the case of conflicting requirements). In this respect, the project

benefited greatly from the fact that the context of use could be

clearly limited to the flexible assembly line and its users. This made

the analysis phase concrete and contributed a lot to developing a

clear picture of the context of use.

The procedure and the interim results of the process further

illustrate the importance of visualizing solutions as quickly as pos-

sible (Kluge & Termer, 2017). Especially in the design of software,

simple drawings or software prototypes are useful for this purpose.

Discussions with users during the ideation phase, for example,

showed that this enables them to assess the usage much better and

develop a differentiated understanding of the application. This can

lead to a shift in requirements, as for example was evident in the

process after the first evaluation. Adapting the design at this stage

was not very complex. Adapting the design of the assembly

information after the roll‐out would be much more time‐consuming

and expensive. This supports the procedure of Pokorni et al. (2020),

who organized the entire process through agile methods.

However, the intensive integration of employees generates ac-

ceptance, which is especially necessary for a worker guidance system

as employees will work with the system quite intensively. Moreover,

it shapes work processes, which may interfere with personal habits

or preferences and, therefore, can restrict individual freedom. The

evaluation shows significant differences in production time for the

system variants and no significant differences in subjective ratings.

All tested variants of the worker guidance performed well, especially

concerning the quality as no production faults were made.

6.2 | Results

Empirical studies on worker guidance systems have so far mainly

been based on highly experimental settings (e.g., Blattgerste

et al., 2017; Funk, Kosch, Kettner, et al., 2016). The user study

conducted represents a field study in a real context and with

trained and experienced assembly workers. On the one hand, it

shows satisfactory results for the developed prototype, both in

terms of the assembly performance and in terms of the users'

assessment of acceptance. On the other hand, the user study

itself made it possible to realistically assess the potential of the

worker guidance system.

One aim of the user study was to find out which level of in-

formation operators would prefer, tutorial or expert mode. The re-

sults do not show a significant difference in terms of acceptance and

usability, but a tendency in favor of the expert mode. Production

time results show that operators were significantly faster using the

expert mode (without making more mistakes). In summary, it can be

assumed that the expert mode is more suitable for operators on the

flexible production line. Of course, it must be taken into account that

the user study mainly involved very experienced operators, even

though they are not familiar with the processes on the flexible

production line. However, as the worker guidance system was also

intended to be used explicitly for training new employees on the

flexible production line, it was decided to implement both modes,

with the possibility of changing them at any time. However, the ex-

pert mode was set as the default mode.

A further aim of the study was to find out whether the worker

guidance system is also suitable for the more complex product as-

sembly. In addition to the significantly longer assembly time of the

complex product, which is independent of the worker guidance

system, the evaluation shows that the test persons also succeeded in

assembling faultless products. Even the subjective evaluation does

not differ significantly from the simple product assembly.

During the evaluation, participants also commented on the work

instructions. When there were any ambiguities or comments, the test

manager noted these aspects. On this basis, the work instructions

were improved after the evaluation, for example, by describing some

work steps in more detail.

F IGURE 10 System Usability Scale (SUS) score showed
acceptable and good usability with no statistically significant
differences
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Some participants were already familiar with some work steps or

machines in the flexible production area. Even though machines and

settings of the flexible production line are unique, similar products

and equipment exist. Therefore, a transfer of knowledge was possi-

ble for some experienced operators. This leads to a specific danger at

the flexible production line: As mentioned before, product variants

and machines are unique. However, differences might exist in detail

and have a great effect. For instance, the electrodes of welding

machines are different compared to other production areas but look

similar. They have to be adapted to the right product. It has been

observed that some participants tend to ignore the worker guidance

system and conduct the work steps they are used to, even though

they might be wrong. As the worker guidance system is used vo-

luntarily, this shows the importance of two aspects: On the contrary,

it is important to design the worker guidance as simple and as in-

tuitive as possible. Employees should receive the information needed

in a simple form as possible and with the least effort, to minimize the

reason for not using the system. On the contrary, it is important to

raise employees' awareness of the fact that processes in the flexible

production areas are different and more variable.

6.3 | Limitations

A clear limitation of the study, however, is the small sample size of

N = 10, which leads to an insufficient statistical significance of the

user study. For this reason, the user study cannot be generalized,

especially with regard to the results on performance and acceptance

of the system. The user study with its small sample size allowed for a

realistic evaluation of the developed solution in a concrete applica-

tion context and did show promising results here.

It should be noted that also the context of use described here is

very specific. In this respect, the process and the results achieved are

also specific in this respect, and the procedure cannot be adopted

identically for other projects or transferred directly to other con-

texts. The human‐centered design process should, therefore, always

be adapted to the respective context. However, as a case study, the

process described can give indications on how to proceed. The design

of the worker guidance system is, thus, similarly individual and

cannot be directly transferred to other contexts. The results of the

user study are, however, promising in which the developed concept

with the essential functions is particularly well suited to multivariant

production or workshop production and can support employees. In-

dividual adaptations should then, however, particularly concern the

presentation of the work instructions, for example, with regard to

the choice of media and a suitable level of detail.

Looking chronologically at the test runs shows a clear learning effect,

which is in accordance with Watson et al. (2008) and Jeske et al. (2014):

The average time needed for the first test run was almost twice as long

as the time needed for the next runs, regardless of which mode of the

system was used. Two aspects are connected to this: It shows how

important it is to permute the sequence of test runs to compensate for

sequential effects. However, it must be considered that the learning

effects increase the variance of the data, making it difficult to prove

significant differences. The alternative between‐design might be more

suitable in this respect but was not pursued in this study due to its

susceptibility to disturbance effects.

Furthermore, it is shown that the evaluation did not depict a realistic

operating scenario. Whereas the potential of worker guidance systems

lies in the flexible production of many, often changing variants and of

complex products, the evaluation was carried out with only two products,

which have been assembled only one time each by every subject. The

study simulates a training scenario that does not correspond to a real

operation in which the users are already more familiar with the products

and processes. However, this normal operation also contains many more

products and variants, which is expected to lead to situations that are

familiar to training.

The determination of the appropriate level of information through

the late evaluation caused additional effort and greater uncertainty in the

design. It is quite conceivable to address and evaluate this question se-

parately and, thus, earlier. In this case, however, a realistic test was

preferred, which the final evaluation offered.

6.4 | Future work

In the course of the development, it became clear that there are some

empirical findings on suitable hardware for worker guidance systems.

However, there are only a few findings on the content design of worker

guidance systems (Jeske et al., 2014; Watson et al., 2008), or more

generally on assembly instructions (Agrawala et al., 2003). Studies on the

impact of different design approaches would, therefore, not only help to

quantify the extensive design options of digital assistance but would also

have very concrete practical relevance. This concerns, for example, the

question addressed in the evaluation regarding the appropriate level of

information.

As the user study focuses on short‐training processes, long‐term
evaluations of worker guidance systems are of special interest for

future work. These are relevant to consider whether the system can

also generate acceptance in regular and long‐term use and how it is

used, in particular, whether it also has a positive effect on assembly

performance in regular operation.

The results of the project support Pokorni et al. (2020) in which a

human‐centered design seems to be particularly suitable for the area of

assistance systems. Findings on the human‐centered design of other

types of assistance, such as physical assistance would, therefore, also be

relevant here.

With the approach used here, it was possible to develop a clear

understanding of the context of use and to communicate and evaluate

the concept early on through an initial evaluation, which helped, in par-

ticular, to implement the nontrivial design of the assembly information in

the system well. These two aspects in particular helped enormously in

designing a capable and accepted system. For development and im-

plementation projects, also in other contexts, a thorough usage‐context
analysis and an early evaluation should be taken into account

accordingly.
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7 | CONCLUSIONS

With the human‐centered approach described above, it was possible to

design a capable prototype, as the user study shows. Although it is more

time‐consuming and complicated, the results show the benefits of the

user‐centered design process. Particularly acceptance and usability of the

system are quite notable, showing that a participatory design approach is

especially rewarding for systems that have to be used quite intensively

by employees. Three aspects, in particular, became clear, which should

also be considered for the development of further worker guidance

systems: The usage context analysis made it clear that the system to be

developed should be used voluntarily by the employees. In contrast to

the often prescribed or firmly integrated application of worker guidance

systems in production processes, this emphasizes the supporting aspect

of worker guidance systems. This especially requires quick and easy

navigation to call up the relevant assembly information as simply and

intuitively as possible. The third aspect concerns adaptability and in-

dividualization. WIKA will apply to the system with both levels of in-

formation, whereby the users can adapt it individually and for each work

step, whereas it starts in expert mode. This simple implementation of

adaptability could also be integrated into newly developed worker gui-

dance systems.
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